We consider an undirected multi(commodity)flow demand problem in which a supply graph is planar, each source-sink pair is located on one of three specified faces of the graph, and the capacities and demands are integer-valued and Eulerian. It is known that such a problem has a solution if the cut and (2,3)-metric conditions hold, and that the solvability implies the existence of an integer solution. We develop a purely combinatorial strongly polynomial solution algorithm.
Introduction
Among a variety of multi(commodity)flow problems, one popular class embraces multiflow demand problems in undirected planar graphs in which the demand pairs are located within specified faces of the graph. More precisely, a problem input consists of: a planar graph G = (V, E) with a fixed embedding in the plane; nonnegative integer capacities c(e) ∈ Z + of edges e ∈ E; a subset H ⊆ F G of faces, called holes (where F G is the set of faces of G); a set D of pairs st of vertices such that both s, t are located on (the boundary of) one of the holes; and demands d(st) ∈ Z + for st ∈ D. A multiflow for G, D is meant to be a pair f = (P, λ) consisting of a set P of D-paths P in G and nonnegative real weights λ(P ) ∈ R + . Here a path P is called a D-path if {s P , t P } = {s, t} for some st ∈ D, where s P and t P are the first and last vertices of P , respectively. We call f admissible for c, d if it satisfies the capacity constraints: λ(P ) : e ∈ P ∈ P ≤ c(e), e ∈ E, (1.1) and realizes the demands:
λ(P ) : P ∈ P, {s P , t P } = {s, t} = d(st), st ∈ D.
(1.
2)
The (fractional) demand problem, denoted as D(G, H, D, c, d), or D(c, d) for short, is to find an admissible multiflow for c, d (or to declare that there is none). When the number of holes is "small", this linear program is known to possess nice properties. To recall them, we need some terminology and notation.
For X ⊆ V , the set of edges of G with one end in X and the other in V − X is denoted by δ(X) = δ G (X) and called the cut in G determined by X. We also denote by ρ(X) = ρ D (X) the set of pairs st ∈ D separated by X, i.e., such that |{s, t} ∩ X| = 1. For a singleton v, we write δ(v) for δ({v}), and ρ(v) for ρ({v}). For a function g : S → R and a subset S ′ ⊆ S, g(S ′ ) denotes (g(e) : e ∈ S ′ ). So c(δ(X)) is the capacity of the cut δ(X), and d(ρ(X)) is the total demand on the elements of D separated by X.
A capacity-demand pair (c, should hold for all X ⊂ V . It need not be sufficient, and in general the solvability of a multiflow demand problem is provided by metric conditions. In our case the following results have been obtained.
(A) For |H| = 1, Okamura and Seymour [9] showed that the cut condition is sufficient, and that if (c, d) is Eulerian and the problem D(c, d) has a solution, then it has an integer solution, i.e., there exists an admissible multiflow (P, λ) with λ integervalued. Okamura [8] showed that these properties continue to hold if |H| = 2.
(B) For |H| = 3, the cut condition becomes not sufficient and the solvability criterion involves also the so-called (2,3)-metric condition. It is related to a map σ : V → V (K 2,3 ), where K p,q is the complete bipartite graph with parts of p and q vertices. Such a σ defines the metric m = m σ on V by m(u, v) := dist(σ(u), σ(v)), u, v ∈ V , where dist denotes the distance (the shortest path length) between vertices in K 2,3 . It gives a partition of V into five sets (with distances 1 or 2 between them), and m is said to be a (2,3)-metric on V . We denote (c(e)m(e) : e ∈ E) by c(m), and
Karzanov showed the following. (C) When |H| = 4, the situation becomes more involved. As is shown in [5] , the solvability criterion for D(c, d) involves, besides cuts and (2,3)-metrics, metrics m = m σ on V induced by maps σ : V → V (Γ) with Γ running over a set of planar graphs with four faces, and merely the existence of a half-integer solution is guaranteed in a solvable Eulerian case. When |H| = 5, the set of unavoidable metrics in the solvability criterion becomes ugly (see [3, Sec. 4] ), and the fractionality status is unknown so far.
In this paper we focus on algorithmic aspects. The first combinatorial strongly polynomial algorithm (having complexity O(n 3 log n)) to find an integer solution in the Eulerian case with |H| = 1 is due to Frank [1] , and subsequently a number of faster algorithms have been devised; a linear-time algorithm is given in [11] . Hereinafter n stands for the number |V | of vertices of the graph. Efficient algorithms for |H| = 2 are known as well. For a survey and references in cases |H| = 1, 2, see, e.g., [10] .
Our aim is to give an algorithm to solve problem D(c, d) with |H| = 3, which checks the solvability and finds an integer admissible multiflow in the Eulerian case. Our algorithm uses merely combinatorial means and is strongly polynomial (though having a high polynomial degree). It is based on a subroutine for a certain planar version of the (2,3)-metric minimization problem. We explain how to solve the latter efficiently and in a combinatorial fashion, by reducing it to a series of shortest paths problems in a dual planar graph. Remark 1. The (2,3)-metric minimization problem in a general edge-weighted graph with a specified set of five terminals can be solved in strongly polynomial time (by use of the ellipsoid method) [2] or by a combinatorial weakly polynomial algorithm [6] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews facts from [4] refining the structure of cuts and (2,3)-metrics that are essential for the solvability of our 3-hole demand problem. Using these refinements, Sections 3 and 4 develop efficient combinatorial procedures to verify cut and (2,3)-metric conditions for problem D(c, d) with initial or current c, d; moreover, these procedures determine or duly estimate the minimum excesses of regular cuts and (2,3)-metrics, which is important for the efficiency of our algorithm for D(c, d). This algorithm is described in Section 5.
To slightly simplify the further description, we will assume, w.l.o.g., that the boundary of any hole H contains no isthmus. For if b(H) has an isthmus e, we can examine the cut {e}. If it violates the cut condition, the problem D(c, d) has no solution. Otherwise D(c, d) is reduced to two smaller demand problems, with at most 3 holes and with Eulerian data each, by deleting e and modifying demands concerning H.
Preliminaries
Throughout the rest of the paper, we deal with
One may assume that the graph G = (V, E) is connected and its outer (unbounded) face is a hole (say, H 3 ). We identify objects in G, such as edges, paths, subgraphs, and etc., with their images in the plane. A face F ∈ F G is regarded as an open region in the plane. Since G is connected, the boundary b(F ) of F is connected, and we identify it with the corresponding cycle (closed path) considered up to reversing and shifting cyclically. Note that this cycle may contain repeated vertices or edges (an edge of G may be passed by b(F ) twice, in different directions). A subpath in this cycle is called a segment in b(F ).
We denote the subgraph of G induced by a set X ⊆ V by [X] = [X] G , the set of faces of G whose boundary is entirely contained in [X] by F (X), and the region in the plane that is the union of [X] and all faces in F (X) by R(X). We also need additional terminology and notation.
A subset X ⊂ V (as well as the cut δ(X)) is called regular if the region R(X) is simply connected (i.e., it is connected and any closed curve in it can be continuously deformed into a point), and for each i = 1, 2, 3, [X] ∩ b(H i ) forms a segment of b(H i ). In particular, the subgraph [X] is connected.
Let {t 1 , t 2 } and {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } be the parts (color classes) in
(ii) for i = 1, 2, 3, the region R(S i ) is simply connected;
(iii) for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, S i ∩ b(H j ) = ∅ holds if and only if i = j; and for i = j,
Then the complement to
consists of two connected components, one containing T 1 and the other containing T 2 . The structure described in (2.1) is illustrated in the picture.
The notions of regular sets (cuts) and (2,3)-metric are justified by the following important strengthening of the first assertion in Theorem 1.1 (cf. [4] ). involves a slightly smaller set of (2,3)-metrics (called proper there) than that defined by (2.1); also it does not specify a collection of cuts. Note, however, that if X ⊂ V is not regular, then one can easily find nonempty sets
. This implies that X is redundant (it can be excluded from verification of (1.3)).
Verifying the cut condition
In this and next sections we describe efficient procedures for checking the solvability of D(G, H, D, c, d) (concerning the initial or current data). By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to verify validity of cut condition (1.3) for regular sets and (2,3)-metric condition (1.4) for regular (2,3)-metrics. We reduce both problems to ones on shortest paths in a certain dual graph. Moreover, on this way we shall obtain certain lower bounds on the minimum excesses of regular sets and regular (2,3)-metrics, which are crucial for our algorithm.
The dual graph needed to us is constructed as follows. First we take the standard planar dual graph
* and e ∈ E → e * ∈ E * , where a dual edge e * connects vertices v F and v F ′ if F, F ′ are the faces whose boundaries contain e (possibly F = F ′ ). (Usually one assumes that v F is a point in F and that e * crosses e.) We also denote the vertex of G * corresponding to a hole H i by z i . Then we slightly modify G * as follows. For i = 1, 2, 3, let E i denote the sequence of edges of the cycle b(H i ). (Recall that b(H i ) has no isthmus, as mentioned in the Introduction; hence all edges in E i are different.) Then the dual vertex z i has degree |E i | and is incident with the dual edges e * for e ∈ E i . We split z i into |E i | vertices z i,e of degree 1 each, where for e ∈ E i , the end z i of e * is replaced by z i,e . These pendant vertices are called terminals, they belong to the boundary of the same face, denoted as H i , and the set of these terminals ordered clockwise around H i is denoted by Z i .
The resulting graph is just the desired dual graph for (G, H), denoted as G * . An example of transforming G into G * in a neighborhood of a hole H i is illustrated in the picture, where A, . . . , F are faces in G, and the terminals in b( H i ) are indicated by big circles.
The edges of G * have lengths inherited from the capacities in G, namely, we define c(e * ) := c(e) for e ∈ E. The rest of this section is devoted to verifying the cut condition and estimating the minimum excesses of regular sets.
Remark 3. Alternatively, one can deal with subsets X ⊂ V subject to the only condition that for i = 1, 2, 3, [X] ∩ b(H i ) is a segment of b(H i ); let us call such an X semi-regular. The minimum excess among such sets can be computed by enumerating the triples of segments in b(H 1 ), b(H 2 ), b(H 3 ) and finding the corresponding minimum cut capacity for each triple; this takes O(n 6 ) minimum cut computations in G. We, however, prefer to deal with regular sets and apply a shortest dual paths method, which can be regarded as an introduction to the method of estimating the minimum excess of (2,3)-metrics described in the next section.
Consider a regular set X ⊂ V . The fact that the region R(X) is simply connected implies that the cut δ(X) of G corresponds to a simple cycle of G * , denoted as C(X), and to a set of paths in G * . More precisely, we say that X has type k = |H(X)|, where H(X) denotes the set of holes
, only sets X of types 1,2,3 are essential in (1.3). For H i ∈ H(X), the cut δ(X) meets b(H i ) by a pair {e, g} of edges, denoted as Π i (X) (taking into account that b(H i ) has no isthmus). Let D i (e, g) denote the set of demand pairs st ∈ D located on b(H i ) and separated by X (i.e., s, t lie in different components of b(H i ) − {e, g}).
Suppose that X is of type 1. Let H(X) = {H i } and Π i (X) = {e, g}. The cycle C(X) in G * passes the elements e * , z i , g * . It turns into path P (X) connecting the terminals z i,e and z i,g in G * , and we have
(regarding cycles and paths as edge sets). Let X (e, g) be the collection of regular sets X ⊂ V of type 1 such that H(X) = {H i } and Π i (X) = {e, g}, and suppose that we are going to verify (1.3) and, moreover, to find the minimum excess within this collection. The right hand side value in (
therefore, the task is reduced to finding a c-shortest path P from z i,e to z i,g in G * . Thus, verification of the cut condition for the regular sets of type 1 and, moreover, finding the minimum excess among them, is reduced to solving O(n) shortest paths problems in G * (each handling fixed i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and e ∈ E i and all g ∈ E i ) and to computing O(n 2 ) values D i (e, g). For α = 1, 2, 3, let µ α c,d denote the minimum excess ∆ c,d (X) among the regular sets X ⊂ V of type α. We have the following
is the complexity of a shortest paths algorithm in a planar graph with n ′ nodes.
To verify (1.3) among the regular sets of type 2, we fix distinct i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and scan pairs {e, g} ⊂ E i and {e ′ , g ′ } ⊂ E j . Let X (e, g; e ′ , g ′ ) be the collection of regular sets X ⊂ V of type 2 with Π i (X) = {e, g} and Π j (X) = {e ′ , g ′ }. For these sets X, the right hand side value in (
So we have to minimize c(δ(X)) among X ∈ X (e, g; e ′ , g ′ ) and compare this minimum with d.
Now the cycle C(X) in G * generates two disjoint paths P, Q in G * going from {z i,e , z i,g } to {z j,e ′ , z j,g ′ }; e.g., P is a z i,e − z j,e ′ path and Q is a z i,g − z j,g ′ path. Then c(δ(X)) = c(P ) + c(Q).
This prompts an approach to computing the value c := min{c(δ(X)) : X ∈ X (e, g; e ′ , g ′ )} or duly estimating it from below. In the graph G * we find (simple) c-shortest paths from each terminal in {z i,e , z i,g } to each terminal in {z j,e ′ , z j,g ′ }. Assume for definiteness that
(where we write 'dist' for the distance w.r.t. c) and let P and Q be c-shortest paths from z i,e to z j,e ′ and from z i,g to z j,g ′ , respectively. Suppose that P and Q are disjoint. Then they induce a simple cycle C in G * with c(C) = c, and the faces of G * lying inside C determine a regular set X ∈ X (e, g; e ′ , g ′ ) in G with c(δ(X)) = c. Then c = c. Next suppose that P ∩ Q = ∅. Let Γ be the subgraph of G * induced by the edges contained in exactly one of P, Q. The vertices z i,e , z i,g , z j,e ′ , z j,g ′ are of degree 1 and all other vertices of Γ have even degrees. Hence we can find in Γ two simple paths P ′ , Q ′ such that either (a) each of P ′ , Q ′ connects {z i,e , z i,g } and {z j,e ′ , z j,g ′ }, and P ′ , Q ′ are disjoint, or (b) P ′ connects z i,e and z i,g , Q ′ connects z j,e ′ and z j,g ′ , and
is similar to the one considered above. In case (b),
This implies that if (1.3) is violated for some set in X (e, g; e ′ , g ′ ), i.e., c < d, then so is for at least one of X, X ′ either. Moreover, we obtain the following Proposition 3.2 By applying the above procedure to all e, g ∈ E i and e ′ , g ′ ∈ E j , i = j, one can find, in time O(n 4 + n · SP (n)), a bound ν Finally, to verify (1.3) among the regular sets of type 3 we scan all triples of pairs
3 ) be the collection of corresponding regular sets related to such a six-tuple. As before, we have a constant in the right hand side of (1.3), namely,
, and the goal is to find or duly estimate from below the minimum cut capacity c := min{c(δ(X)) : X ∈ X }.
Acting as in the previous case, we reduce the task to finding in G * c-shortest paths from each of {z i,e i , z i,g i } to each of {z j,e j , z j,g j } for all i < j. Among these, we take three paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 with the minimum total c-length such that all endvertices of these paths are different, and each path connects the boundaries of different holes; let for definiteness P i connects z i,e i and z i+1,g i+1 (taking indices modulo 3).
Comparing cuts δ(X), X ∈ X , with their counterparts (path systems) in G * , we have c := c(P 1 ) + c(P 2 ) + c(P 3 ) ≤ c.
Moreover, using P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , one can construct a "checker" for (1.3) which is at least as strong as the whole collection X . This is immediate when P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are pairwise disjoint. And if not, we proceed similarly to the previous case. More precisely, let Γ be the subgraph of G * induced by the edges that belong to an odd number of paths among P 1 , P 2 , P 3 . Since all nonterminal vertices in Γ have even degrees, we can find in Γ three simple paths P In particular, c(P
In case (a), we obtain a required set X ∈ X . In case (b), P
, which in turn determine regular sets X i ∈ X (e i , g i ) of type 1 satisfying (c(δ(X i )) : i = 1, 2, 3) ≤ c and (d(ρ(X i )) : i = 1, 2, 3) = d. And case (c) gives regular sets X ∈ X (e i , g i ) and Y ∈ X (e j , g
This leads to the following 
Proposition 3.3 By applying the above procedure to all sets of six edges
e i , g i ∈ E i , i = 1, 2, 3, one can find, in time O(n 6 + n · SP (n)), a bound ν 3 c,d ≤ µ
Verifying (2,3)-metric conditions
In the procedure of verifying the (2,3)-metric condition for D(G, H, D, c, d), described in this section, we also use a technique of shortest paths in the dual graph G * . Consider a regular (2,3)-metric m = m σ and its corresponding partition (T 1 , T 2 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ) (see (2.1)). For i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, consider the cycle b(H i ). By the regularity of m, this cycle shares two edges with the cut δ(S i−1 ), denoted as g(i−1), h(i−1), and two edges with δ(S i+1 ), denoted as g 
This prompts the idea to minimize c(m) over a class of (2, where M(A) denote the set of regular (2,3)-metrics m = m σ in G agreeable to A, i.e., such that for the partition Ξ σ = (T 1 , T 2 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ) and i = 1, 2, 3, the cuts
In general, inequality (4.2) may be strong. Nevertheless, we can get a converse inequality by extending M(A) to a larger class of (2,3)-metrics. (When a (2,3)-metric m is semi-regular but not regular, it is "dominated by two cuts", in the sense that there are
Proof. We use the observation that problem D(c, d) remains equivalent when an edge e is subdivided into several edges in series, say, e 1 , . . . , e k (k ≥ 1) with the same capacity: c(e i ) = c(e). In particular, we can subdivide edges in the boundaries of holes, due to which we may assume that each quadruple A i consists of different edges. Then all terminals in each Z i become different.
Another advantage is that when considering an optimal path system P in (4.1), we may assume that the paths in P are pairwise edge-disjoint. Indeed, if some edge e * of G * is used by k > 1 paths in P, we can subdivide the corresponding edge e of G into k edges in series. This leads to replacing e * by a tuple of k parallel edges (of the same length c(e)) and we assign each edge to be passed by exactly one of those paths.
We need to improve P so as to get rid of "crossings". More precisely, consider two paths P, P ′ ∈ P, suppose that they meet at a vertex v, let e, e ′ be the edges of P incident to v, and let g, g ′ be similar edges of P ′ . We say that P and P ′ cross (each other) at v if e, g, e ′ , g ′ occur in this order (clockwise or counterclockwise) around v, and touch otherwise.
For an inner (nonterminal) vertex v, let P(v) be the set of paths in P passing v, and E(v) the clockwise ordered set of edges incident to v and occurring in P(v). We assign to the edges in E(v) labels 1, 2 or 3, where an edge e is labeled i if for the path P ∈ P(v) containing e, P begins or ends at a terminal z in Z i and e belongs to the part of P between v and z. (So if P connects Z i and Z j and e ′ is the other edge of P incident to v, then e ′ has label j.)
We iteratively apply the following uncrossing operation. Choose a vertex v with |E(v)| ≥ 4. Split each path of P(v) at v. This gives, for each edge e ∈ E(v) with label i, a path containing e and connecting v with a terminal in Z i ; denote this path by Q(e). These paths are regarded up to reversing. Now we recombine these paths into pairs as follows, using the obvious fact that for each i = 1, 2, 3, the number of edges in E(v) with label i is at most |E(v)|/2.
Choose two consecutive edges e, e ′ in E(v) by the following rule: e, e ′ have different labels, say, i, j, and the number of edges in E(v) having the third label k (where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}) is strictly less than |E(v)|/2. (Clearly such e, e ′ exist.) We concatenate Q(e) and Q(e), obtaining a path connecting Z i and Z j , update E(v) := E(v) − {e, e ′ }, apply a similar procedure to the updated E(v), and so on until E(v) becomes empty.
One can see that the resulting path system P ′ satisfies property ( * ) in (4.1) and has the same total c-length as before (thus yielding an optimal solution to (4.1)), and now no two paths in P ′ cross at v. Note that for some vertices w = v, edge labels in E(w) may become false; this may happen with those vertices w that belong to paths in P ′ (v). For this reason, we finish the procedure of handling v by checking such vertices w and correcting their labels where needed. In addition, if we reveal that one or another path in P ′ (v) is not simple, we remove the corresponding closed subpath in it (which has zero c-length since P ′ is optimal). At the next iteration we apply a similar uncrossing operation to another vertex v ′ , and so on. Upon termination of the process (taking < n iterations) we obtain a path system P such that (4.3) P is optimal to (4.1) and admits no crossings.
Property ( * ) in (4.1) implies that for each p = 1, 2, 3, the sets Z p−1 and Z p+1 are connected by exactly two paths in P. We denote them by P p , Q p and assume that both paths go from Z p−1 to Z p+1 (reversing paths in P if needed). Since P p , Q p nowhere cross, we can subdivide the space R 2 − ( H p−1 ∪ H p+1 ) into two closed regions R, R ′ such that R ∩ R ′ = P p ∪ Q p , R lies "on the right from P p " and "on the left from Q p ", while R ′ behaves conversely. (Here we give informal, but intuitively clear, definitions of R, R ′ , omitting a precise topological description.) One of them does not contain the hole H p ; denote it by R p . We observe the following: (4.4) no path in P meets the interior int(R p ) of R p .
Indeed, if P ∈ P goes across int(R p ), then P is different from P p and Q p ; hence P has one endvertex in Z p . Since Z p ∩ R p = ∅, P must cross the boundary of R p . This implies that P crosses some of P p , Q p , contrary to (4.3).
From (4.4) it follows that the interiors of R 1 , R 2 , R 3 are pairwise disjoint and that for p = 1, 2, 3, the paths P p , Q p begin at consecutive terminals in Z p−1 and end at consecutive terminals in Z p+1 (assuming as before that both paths go from Z p−1 to Z p+1 ). So we may assume for definiteness that (4.5) for i = 1, 2, 3, the terminals z
i of Z i are, respectively, the end of P i−1 , the end of Q i−1 , the beginning of Q i+1 , and the beginning of P i+1 ;
Then the space
) can be subdivided into two closed regions L 1 and L 2 , where the former lies "on the right from P 1 , P 2 , P 3 " and the latter lies "on the left from Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ". One can see that (4.6) each edge of P p is shared by the regions R p and L 1 , and each edge of Q p is shared by R p and L 2 .
Now the sets of faces in (the natural extensions to
respectively, giving a partition of V . Let m be the (2,3)-metric determined by this partition. Then (4.5) implies that m is semi-regular and agreeable to A. By (4.6), for p = 1, 2, 3, each edge of δ(S p ) connects S p with one of T 1 , T 2 (whereas no edge of G connects T 1 and T 2 , or connects S i and S j for i = j). Therefore,
yielding the proposition. 
Algorithm
As before, we assume that the capacity-demand pair (c, d) is Eulerian. The algorithm starts with verifying cut condition (1.3) and (2,3)-metric condition for the initial problem D (G, H, D, c, d ), using the efficient procedures described in Sections 3 and 4. If some condition is violated, we declare that the problem has no solution. Otherwise the algorithm recursively constructs an integer admissible multiflow. We may assume, w.l.o.g., that all current capacities and demands are nonzero (for edges e with c(e) = 0 can be immediately deleted from G, and similarly for pairs st ∈ D with d(st) = 0), and that the boundary b(H i ) of each hole H i is connected and isthmusless, regarding it as a cycle.
An iteration of the algorithm applied to current G, H, D, c, d (with (c, d) Eulerian) chooses arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, an edge e = uv in b(H i ), and a pair st ∈ D i (where D i denotes the set of demand pairs for H i ).
Let for definiteness s, u, v, t follow in this order in b(H i ). For an integer ε ≤ min{c(e), d(st)}, let us transform (c, d) into the capacity-demand pair (c
(Here we add to D the demand pair su with d(su) := 0 if it does not exist there, and similarly for vt. When s = u (v = t), the pair su (resp. vt) vanishes.) Clearly (c ′ , d ′ ) is Eulerian as well. We say that (c ′ , d ′ ) is obtained by the (e, st, ε)-reduction of (c, d). We call ε a feasible reduction number for c, d, e, st, or, simply, feasible, if the problem
is still solvable (and therefore it has an integer solution). The goal of the iteration is to find the maximum feasible ε and then update c, d accordingly.
Here we rely on the existence of an evident transformation of an integer admissible multiflow
an integer subflow g from s to u and an integer subflow h from v to t, of value ε each, and increase the flow between s and t by concatenating g, h and the flow of value ε through the edge e. The procedure of finding the maximum feasible ε consists of O(1) steps. We use a consequence from assertions in Sections 3, 4 (using notation from these sections). Therefore, it suffices to consider each pair (e, st) at most once during the process. Now we finish our description as follows. Suppose that, at an iteration with i, e, st, the capacity of e becomes zero and the deletion of e from G causes merging H i with another hole H j . Then we can proceed with an efficient procedure for solving the corresponding Eulerian 2-hole demand problem. Similarly, if the demand on st becomes zero and if the deletion of st makes D i empty, then we can withdraw the hole H i , again obtaining the Eulerian 2-hole case.
Finally, suppose that we have the situation when for some c, d, the holes H 1 , H 2 , H 3 are different (and the capacities of all edges are positive), each D 1 , D 2 , D 3 is nonempty, but the maximum feasible reduction number for any corresponding pair e, st is zero. We assert that this is not the case.
Indeed, suppose such c, d exist. The problem D(c, d) is solvable, and one easily shows that there exists an integer solution f = (P, λ) to it such that: for some path P ∈ P with λ(P ) > 0, some edge e of P belongs to the boundary of the same hole H i that contains the ends s P , t P . But this implies that s P t P ∈ D i and that ε = 1 is feasible for c, d, e, s P t P ; a contradiction.
Thus, we obtain the following 
